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WHAT’S INSIDE.  Issue 210. Summer 2020WELCOME

This is one of the most difficult introductions to the magazine I’ve had to write in my 
12 years at Ataxia UK. As I write, Covid-19 is taking its toll in our community, just as in 
wider society; and we are hearing stories of devastating impact every day. I am so sad 
to be reporting the passing of Matthew Law, the longest standing contributor to this 
magazine and active member of our community. I know that in the face of the threat 
presented by the virus, many of you are choosing to isolate yourselves. Which is why 
we’re doing our very best to provide support. In common with other charities, we’re 
having to absorb new technologies in a few weeks, which otherwise might have taken 
us years to adopt! We’re sorry that the Helpline technology has failed on a number 
of days and that we haven’t been able to answer the office phone. We hope to have a 
working office/Helpline phone system in place by the time you read this magazine. But 
in the meantime please do email us as this service has been unaffected. 

We’ve developed a programme of online events, including Q&A seminars by Prof 
Giunti on Covid-19; we’re launching our volunteering scheme, InControl, to enable 
Friends to provide support to each other and the community; and a series of video 
meetings for Branch and Support Group Officers has been scheduled. Please 
complete our survey on Friends’ Wellbeing to help us to understand the current 
situation in the ataxia community. 

In common with most charities, Ataxia UK is suffering from the collapse of fundraising 
during the lockdown. We understand that many people will have been badly affected 
financially but we are asking that those who are able, to contribute generously to 
our Emergency Appeal, to enable us to continue to support people 
affected by ataxia and to fund research. At present only a couple of  
the items in the government’s financial relief packages have had any 
potential relevance to us, but we are taking (limited) advantage of  
the government’s furlough scheme. Please do keep in contact with 
us and other members of the community via the helpdesk, the virtual 
events as well as via our social media outlets and HealthUnlocked. 

Stay safe, Sue Millman

Welcome

In the office
Lucy Porter

Hi, I’m Lucy. I’m very excited to join Ataxia UK as 
Office Manager and PA to Sue Millman. In my 
spare time, I volunteer as a Communications Officer 
for a women’s group. 

Silvia Prades Abadias

Hi, I’m Silvia and I’m the new Research Officer. 
I’ve recently just completed my PhD in hearing loss 
and deafness at UCL, and will be working on the 
DRPLA research programme.

Toni Elliott

Hello, I’m Toni and I am the Finance and 
Fundraising Admin Assistant. I’m looking forward 
to being part of  a team who does so much for such 
a great charity.

HELLO

KEY CONTACTS

•  Sue Millman - Chief  Executive

 smillman@ataxia.org.uk

Helpline & Membership 

•  Sheila Benneyworth

-  Helpline and Membership Officer

Contact our helpline:

 helpline@ataxia.org.uk 

 0845 644 0606

Research

•  Dr Julie Greenfield 
-  Head of  Research

 research@ataxia.org.uk

Fundraising & Communications

•  Dan Beacon

-  Head of  Fundraising and   

 Communications

•  Kelvin Gichohi

-  Individual Giving Manager

•  Rebecca Holt

-  Community Fundraising    

 and Branches & Support Groups  

 Manager

•  Louisa Cody

-  Fundraising Officer

 fundraising@ataxia.org.uk

•  Leanna Coleman

-  Communications Officer

 communications@ataxia.org.uk 

 For queries or feedback please   

 contact Leanna Coleman.

Contact our office
	 office@ataxia.org.uk	
 020 7582 1444

 Ataxia UK, 12 Broadbent Close

 London N6 5JW

 www.ataxia.org.uk 
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Goodbye Bradford
With heavy hearts, we say goodbye to the Bradford 

Support Group that has run for 30 years, and a huge thank 

you to Dennis Boland who has kept the group going and 

supported many members. Dennis’ favourite memories 

have been setting up the group and seeing that it works 

as a support mechanism. Dennis said: “You meet people 

who are in the same situation and it stops isolation. The 

continuations of the meetings make it all worthwhile. It’s 

also great to see people returning to the meetings and 

joining in discussions.”

Trustee election
At this time of year we would normally call for nominations 

of people willing to serve on the Trustee Board of Ataxia 

UK. However, the Board has decided it’s time to review our 

Constitution and structures, so the elections are on hold 

until this process is completed. We hope to be able to give 

more information in the autumn.

Keeping connected
As the Branches and Support Groups are unable to meet 

face-to-face while lockdown is in place, we want to ensure 

that you receive our support during this difficult time. You 

can read about the various virtual activities we have put in 

place, over the last couple of months, on p.21. 

Ataxia UK Conferences
It was a difficult decision to cancel the Scottish 

Conference, due to have been this month, but it’s clear 

that it was the right thing to do. We hope to reschedule it 

for spring 2021, if  public gatherings are allowed by then. 

Annual Conference was to be held on 2/3 October this 

year but we have reluctantly taken the decision that it 

cannot go ahead. Fortunately, we have been able to cancel 

both events at no cost to Ataxia UK. But we are making 

plans for a ‘Virtual Annual Conference’ with online events 

across the weekend of 2/3/4 October. So, save the date! 

2/3 October 2020. Sessions will include latest research 

developments; InControl - our Lottery-funded volunteering 

project (see p.21); the results of our research into the 

financial circumstances of people affected by ataxia, and 

the mental wellbeing of the ataxia community; welfare 

benefits; the state of neurological services in the NHS and 

lots, lots, more. We’re also looking at ways for Friends to be 

involved in the presentation of  sessions, and will be asking 

for participants via e-news, social media, and branches & 

support groups in the next few weeks.

ATAXIA PEOPLEATAXIA PEOPLE

Max won ‘Media Student of the Year’, and thanks to 
his supportive twin sister, Evie, he was able to collect 
his award himself. His mum, Jayne (right), tells us more 
about his efforts.

Max was diagnosed with Friedreich’s ataxia (FA) at age 14. We luckily 

saw a locum who knew about ataxia; he noticed Max couldn’t 

balance with his eyes closed. He referred Max to a neurologist, and 

a while after we received the diagnosis of FA over the phone.

After not hearing from any health professionals for over three 

months, we decided to tell Max. Unsure of what to say, we chose 

to be honest and upfront about it. All Max seemed to want to know 

was how many people in Weston have it.

18 months after the diagnosis, we finally saw the geneticist. Max 

said: “The only thing he got wrong is he said it was a bad gene, 

but it’s not, it’s a good gene, it gets us a blue badge and we don’t 

have to queue at Alton Towers!” Max doesn’t dwell on ataxia and 

I’ve always taught him that everyone is different; there are no rules 

and givens. What matters is what he is experiencing now.

Max loves playing Xbox and editing videos; spending hours creating 

impeccably timed and perfected clips. Max was thrilled after 

hearing his name called for ‘Media Student of the Year’. 

It was lovely to see Evie helping him too. They’ve 

always been close; as they keep reminding me - 

“We’ve known each other since before we were 

born!” Evie has always taken Max’s diagnosis 

in her stride and is incredibly supportive of  

Max. They go out for a meal together each 

week and she often takes him to the cinema 

or out for a drive. We initially chose not to get 

Evie tested, but changed our mind when 

she showed signs of chronic fatigue. Her 

genetic testing showed she isn’t a carrier.

In the words of Max, “Do things while 

you can”. I think the motto “Live for today” is 

something that we’ve all started to live by since 

Max’s diagnosis. Max also said: “Remember 

there is always someone worse off  than you”, 

and he certainly does consider his strengths and 

focuses on what he can do, rather than dwelling 

on what he can’t.

You can read more about Max in Jayne’s blog post, 

here: www.ataxia.org.uk/Blogs/our-friends-blog/

Category/members-blog. 
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RESEARCHRESEARCH

Sphingolipids 
in FA

Investigating SCA2

Ataxia UK has awarded a research 

grant to Dr Sara Anjomani Virmouni 

at University Brunel London. Dr 

Anjomani Virmouni (pictured 

3rd from left) and her team will 

be investigating a process that 

occurs within cells, which could 

contribute to neurodegeneration in 

Friedreich’s ataxia (FA).

FA is caused by the reduction of a 

specific protein found in cells, called 

frataxin. Although this has been known for many years, the knock-on effects 

that the loss of frataxin has on other processes in cells are constantly being 

discovered. This project aims to study one of these processes in more detail, 

which could lead to alternate options for treatments. Dr Anjomani Virmouni 

said: “The aim of this project is to have a clear picture of the sphingolipid 

changes in FA, and to identify potential targets for the development of  

treatments. The results from this study will provide valuable information 

to allow us to test this theory in animal models of FA, and eventually, if  

successful, to bring this approach to clinical trials.”

Lipids are important components of all living cells. A specific group 

of lipids, called sphingolipids, are particularly important for brain 

function. Sphingolipids are known to have a role in a number of other 

neurodegenerative conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease. These 

researchers previously measured the levels of sphingolipids in cells from 

people with FA. They found that the levels were different when compared 

to cells taken from people that did not have FA. This suggests that 

sphingolipids could also play a role in the neurodegeneration that 

occurs in FA.

Sphingolipids can determine the fate of a cell. A specific sphingolipid, 

called Cer, can trigger a cellular pathway, which ends in the death of the 

cell. If  the level of Cer gets too high in brain cells it would contribute to 

neurodegeneration. Another sphingolipid, called CerP, promotes survival of  

cells, which would protect against neurodegeneration. Therefore, the different 

levels of these sphingolipids is very important for maintaining cells in the 

brain and preventing neurodegeneration. During this project the researchers 

will study the respective levels of these different types of sphingolipids to 

determine the role they might play in FA.

Finally, Dr Anjomani Virmouni and her team will use drugs to increase or 

decrease the levels of these sphingolipids in cell models of FA. This will tell 

them whether this could be a way to treat the condition in people.

Project investigating potential treatment for SCA2 has finished with 
successful results in lab.

Ataxia UK funded a two-year project lead by Dr Clevio Nobrega and his 
team at the University of Algarve (Portugal) that has now finished testing a 
potential treatment for SCA2. To function properly, proteins must fold up in a 
very specific way. The mutation in the SCA2 gene causes the protein ataxin-2 
to fold incorrectly and, consequently, these proteins clump together in a way 
that they normally wouldn’t. These clumps of protein are called aggregates, 
and they start a chain of events that lead to degeneration of neurons in 
the brain. Dr Nobrega and his team tested a drug called cordycepin, which 
activates autophagy - a process of ‘cellular recycling’ that allows cells to 
break down parts which do not work, or are not needed. In SCA2, activation 
of autophagy could help cells to eliminate mutant ataxin-2 aggregates and 
avoid neuronal degeneration. In which case, cordycepin treatment would 
grant a protective effect that could be beneficial for SCA2 patients 
to stop or delay disease progression. These investigators conducted 
numerous experiments in human cells taken from patients with SCA2 in order 
to test the effects of cordycepin. They showed that this drug had a protective 
effect on these cells by reducing the amount of mutant ataxin-2 aggregates, 
characteristics of SCA2. Cordycepin treatment did not damage the cells, 
suggesting that the treatment specifically reduced the amount of ataxin-2 
protein without decreasing the levels of other proteins vital for cell survival. 

They also investigated the effects of this drug in a SCA2 mouse model, 
where they showed that cordycepin was effective in reducing the harmful 
effects of mutant ataxin-2 on brain tissue. Moreover, in this mouse model 
treatment with cordycepin during 12 weeks showed no toxicity in the liver. 
These types of studies are a very important step towards being able to use 
the drug in humans. Dr Nobrega and his team are now thinking about the 
next steps and working towards getting orphan drug designation by the 
European Medicines 
Agency, which could 
allow a more rapid 
translation to the clinics 
and to SCA2 patients. 
Overall, these results 
are very promising 
and they support 
cordycepin as a valid 
therapy for SCA2, 
although more work is 
required before it can 
be used in the clinics.

We will keep a close 
eye on how this 
potential therapy 
develops and will keep 
you updated.
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Research Impact Report 2020
The Ataxia UK-funded projects that feature in the Research pages of 

the magazine are only possible because of the generous donations and 

fundraising efforts of our Friends and supporters. 

This advances our understanding of ataxia and pushes us towards our 

ultimate aim of finding treatments and cures for the ataxias. Whilst we know 

this to be true, it can be difficult sometimes to grasp the impact of this 

research.

In order to get a picture, every year we ask researchers that are funded by 

Ataxia UK, or have been in the past, to tell us about any concrete outcomes 

that resulted from their research. We collect this data through a platform 

called Researchfish, which allows us to quantify the impact of the research 

that we fund. 

The most recent collection of this data took place in March 2020 and has 

been used to produce the Research Impact Report 2020 (you can view the 

full report at www.ataxia.org.uk/blog/research-impact-report-2020). This 

report shows that researchers, funded by Friends and supporters, produced 

36 new research tools and methods. Some of these tools have been made 

available to other researchers and will be used to advance research in many 

labs in the future. Our funded researchers also took part in 94 engagement 

activities, which reached audiences from policymakers to patients and 

school children. 

Perhaps the most impressive statistic in this report is that for every £1 that 

Ataxia UK invests in research, almost £4 is generated in further funding 

specifically for ataxia research. This shows that researchers are able to 

use the grants that we award to produce meaningful and persuasive results, 

which are then used to obtain even larger grants from other funding bodies.

Episodic ataxia 2 case study 
Dr Lorenzo Cingolani at Centre for Synaptic 

Neuroscience in Genoa (Italy) recently 

completed a project funded by a £5,000 grant 

from Ataxia UK to study genetic approaches 

to treat episodic ataxia type 2 (EA2; featured in 

issue 206).

Dr Cingolani aimed to increase the levels of a 

highly active protein, which could substitute for 

the protein that loses function in EA2. During 

this project, Dr Cingolani was able to use cells 

to show that his technique could increase brain 

activity required to treat EA2.

The results of this study were used to apply for 

a large grant from The Telethon Foundation 

in Italy. Dr Cingolani was successful in this 

application, and received £250,000 to continue 

his EA2 research.

RESEARCH RESEARCH

Exciting new Ataxia UK programme aims to 
advance research into DRPLA
Ataxia UK has started a programme of work with the CureDRPLA 

Foundation to advance research into DRPLA, a rare form of dominantly 

inherited ataxia.

Founders of CureDRPLA have been working with Dr Julie Greenfield, 

Ataxia UK’s Head of Research, to plan research activities to gain important 

knowledge about the condition and explore potential ways of treating it. In 

order for Ataxia UK to dedicate more time to DRPLA we are delighted to have 

employed Silvia Prades Abadias. Silvia is working as a Research Officer 
dedicated to DRPLA, thanks to a restricted donation from the founders of  

CureDRPLA. 

We’re excited to work together in this new programme and are already 

making progress in a number of areas. In issue 208 of the Ataxia Magazine, 

we wrote about a project looking at targeting the gene that causes DRPLA. 

In the last few months we have called for research proposals for a natural 

history study (which measures the progression of the condition over time) 

and a study to develop markers of the progression (called biomarkers). 

These are already being studied in a number of other ataxias, so we know 

the importance of these studies for rare conditions, and we look forward to 

reporting more on this work in the future.

Tracking the natural progression of spastic 
ataxias to prepare treatment trials: 
launch of a new project
The PROSPAX project, which launches in June 2020, is a novel 

collaborative effort between neurologists across Europe, including the 

UK and Canada. 

PROSPAX stands for PROgression chart of SPAstic ataXias. This ambitious 

project aims to study the progression of spastic ataxias over time, in a 

rigorous and harmonised way - from the clinical to the molecular level, 

including brain imaging, markers of progression and animal models. 

As the numbers of people with these specific ataxias are quite low, this 

harmonisation across countries is necessary to gather enough information 

about the conditions, helping to prepare for clinical treatment trials. This is 

called ‘trial-readiness’ and is extremely important for rare conditions.

The PROSPAX project will initially focus on ARSACS and SPG7, but will 

establish a more general research framework that will be applicable to other 

spastic ataxias over time. Recruitment for the trial will start in June 2020, and 

we will advertise more information in the future, including how patients 

in the UK can be involved. Occasionally we’ll need patient input on this 

project. If  you would be interested in providing this, please email 

research@ataxia.org.uk for more information. Euro-ataxia will be involved 

in the project as an active partner representing European ataxia patients, with 

support from Ataxia UK and the German ataxia group DHAG.
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FUNDRAISING Chance2Win 
Winners
1st Prize: £500 
Ellen White

2nd Prize: £250 
Phil Palmer 
Mr Palmer has kindly 
donated his winnings 
back to Ataxia UK

3rd Prize: £150 
John Lewis

Leave a legacy of hope
You can support the ataxia community by choosing 
to leave a gift in your Will. 
Planning for the future today can help Ataxia UK find effective treatments and 
a cure for the ataxias through world-class research tomorrow. 

We understand that the decision to leave a gift in your Will starts with your 
loved ones. Once you’ve provided for those closest to you, including a gift 
in your Will to Ataxia UK is a great opportunity to create a better future for 
thousands of people affected by ataxia.

The gifts our supporters leave in their Wills are incredibly important to ataxia 
medical research and help provide support services, including the Ataxia 
UK Helpline, information on applying for financial grants, and connect 
people to any of the Ataxia UK network of Branches and Support Groups 
operating across the UK. These generous gifts have helped power every 
ataxia discovery and breakthrough, and provide vital services for all those 
affected by ataxia. 

We’ve made huge progress with understanding how ataxia works, meaning 
treatments and cures are closer than ever before. But these changes take 
time. Discovering a way to treat ataxia takes a lot of research and more work 
to turn the discovery into a treatment safe for all ataxia patients to use. 

But, thanks to people like you, who consider supporting those with ataxia 
with a gift in their Will, we aim to invest even more into research and access to 
specialist neurologists, that will mean future generations are protected from 
the effects of this devastating condition. 

If  you would like more information or have any questions, we would love to 
hear from you. You can email office@ataxia.org.uk or visit 
www.ataxia.org.uk/leave-a-gift-in-your-will.

Your gift will help thousands live longer, healthier lives. 

FUNDRAISING

Chance2Win
Sign up to Chance2Win today. You could WIN up to £500!

Chance2Win raffle is an easy way for you to help fund long-term ataxia 
research into finding treatments and cures on a regular monthly basis 
- all from the comfort of  your own home. Chance2Win is more than 
a monthly donation. It’s an opportunity to help fund ongoing ataxia 
research programmes and support services for thousands of  people in 
the UK living with ataxia, and at the same time gives you the chance to 
win one of  our top cash prizes! 

For just £2 a month, you can purchase a one-ticket entry for each of  
our four quarterly prize draws. You can also increase your chances 
of  winning one of  our three cash prizes of  £500, £250 or £150 by 
buying as many tickets as you want for an additional £2 a month. 

Why a regular gift?

By taking part in the Chance2Win raffle, your regular monthly gift 
will play an important role in helping Ataxia UK plan for long-term 
research programmes. Since the launch of  Chance2Win, players 
have contributed approximately £80,000 to fund research into ataxia 
and support services for those affected.

In these uncertain times, the ataxia community need your support and 
generosity now more than ever. Every ticket you purchase increases your 
chances of  winning and takes them closer to finding treatments and a 
cure. 

How to take part - two easy steps

Step 1: Complete your personal details on the enclosed Chance2Win 
leaflet. 

Step 2: Fill in your direct debit details, choose how many tickets 
you would like to buy, then simply return the completed leaflet to our 
freepost address: Ataxia UK, FREEPOST RTUG-CLKB-RGJE, 12 
Broadbent Close, London, N6 5JW. 

PLEASE NOTE: Ataxia UK understands that in the current situation, you 
may want to defer when you would like to make your first monthly gift to 
Chance2Win. Please indicate which month you would like Ataxia UK to take 
your first gift on the enclosed leaflet. Payments will be taken on or around the 
1st or 15th of  the chosen month.
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FUNDRAISING FUNDRAISINGE V E N T S

Get involved virtually or in the 
comfort of your own home!
Many key events that we rely on for a significant amount of our 
income have been postponed or cancelled due to Covid-19. 
To ensure fundraising continues, we would love you to join 
#TeamAtaxiaUK with one of these ‘from home’ fundraisers!

Have fun and raise money by asking people to donate directly, or through 
your online fundraising page. If  you have a place in a sports event later 
in the year, use virtual running and cycling events to keep motivated and 
fundraising! 

Work from home in fancy dress - be inventive with your wardrobe 
and show your outfits together in your weekly Zoom meeting, just ask 
everyone to make a donation to participate! 

Set up a Pet Olympics in your garden - weave through cans, jump over 
a rope or through a hoop, spin and roll over! Why not compete again to 
beat your time?

Get sponsored to do 10,000 steps a day (that’s the same as climbing 
the Eiffel Tower six times!) for a week or month, or to climb 20 flights of 
stairs a day. 

Donate a percentage of  your savings from not commuting, having a 
daily Starbucks coffee or paying for car parking! 

Grow the hair out on your legs, arms, or beard and take part in an Ataxia 
UK Big Hairy Wax Off to celebrate the end of  lockdown! Get sponsored 
to put your legs and faces in the hands of  your families and friends! 

Get hulahooping, jumping or skipping and do the most you’ve ever 
done in return for sponsorship! Ask an entertaining friend to host a 
Children’s Story Time and parents pay for their children to watch and 
listen - why not dress up too?

Take part in a 24-hour gaming marathon by live streaming yourself  
playing a video game while asking viewers to donate to watch your 
impressive skills.

KEEP MOVING!

Runners, choose your virtual race, track your distance and submit your 
entry. Collect sponsorship with your online page to receive your very 
own medal. Sign up here: https://runforcharity.com/ataxia-uk/virtual-
running-events or contact us for more information. 

Cyclists, set a distance and open a fundraising page. Track and share 
your Strava (a fitness-tracking app) and update sponsors on your 
progress. The options are endless – be creative and get pedalling! 

You can find details of  the sport events that we have places in and would 
love you to be part of, on the enclosed flyer. If  they’re cancelled, we’ll help 
sign you to another event. To find out more, please contact us at 
fundraising@ataxia.org.uk or on 020 7582 1444. 

Fundraising thank-yous
Thank you to our London Marathon runners, KiltWalkers and all of those 

in delayed events - your continued support is so important and we are 

so grateful for your ongoing determination and fundraising.

Congratulations to Jean Beanland and the Ladies of Blacknest Golf Club 

(1) who made Ataxia UK their Charity of the Year, raising an impressive 

£5,150 by being wonderfully proactive with competitions, coffee mornings 

and raffles. Thank you! 

A huge thank you to Sam Biddiscombe and Daniel Armstrong (2) who 

shaved their heads, raising £500! Sam’s dad has ataxia and so he does 

something special annually. Well done guys! 

Congratulations Max Woodhouse and Castlecroft Rangers Football Club 

(3) who raised over £300 through their Annual Charity Day. We hope you 

enjoyed the well-earned after-party!  

A big round of applause and thanks to James Riley (4) and Ian Usher (5) 

who each undertook 12 months of running events. Ian raised £1,185 and 

James hit £2,740! Congratulations on completing so many epic events and 

raising such a wonderful amount.

A continuing thank you to the Wilson and Moore family and friends who have 

been fundraising for Ataxia UK for over 10 years and have raised £11,000 

through BBQs and pamper nights to fetes and collecting donations at 

Loughborough University.

Thank you to Andrea Stephens (6) for selling her lovely knitted animals and 

raising a fantastic £300.

Thank you so much Cecilia Back for raising a smashing £354 by completing 

a 10km - well done!

A huge well done to Catherine Fox for completing the famous Inca Trail and 

raising a brilliant £265. 

A big thank you to Cody Embley (7) for organising a ‘Day at the Races’ 

event with family and friends, raising an amazing £1,651.25. 

Thank you very much to Rachel Harrison for asking for donations for her 

40th birthday and raising an incredible £1,727.54.

A huge well done and thank you to Deborah Allam for completing her own 

triathlon and raising a fantastic £727. 

Well done and thank you to Sarah Bown (8) and her friends for bravely 

taking on the fastest Zip Wire in the world, raising a brilliant £429. 

Congratulations to Ian Ames (9) for completing the Looe 10-miler, raising 

£340, Emily Fallon (10) for completing the Bath Half Marathon, raising 

£300, and David Moores (11) for completing the Milton Keynes 10k, raising 

£245. Thank you so much for your kind support.
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HEALTH & WELLBEING HEALTH & WELLBEING

Nextdoor: connecting with 
your local community
One way to stay sane and feel supported is keeping contact with 
those close to you. The platform ‘Nextdoor’ lets you do exactly that.

Nextdoor is the world’s largest private social network, which connects 
neighbourhoods and helps to build communities. Available both as a 
mobile app and on desktop, it is a fantastic way for people to come 
together and build relationships with others in the local area.

Throughout the UK lockdown, as a result of  Covid-19, Nextdoor has 
played a vital role for many people who are either isolating or are 
vulnerable and need assistance. Through the networking site, those in 
need have been able to contact people in the local area for help to do 
their shopping, walk dogs or simply to keep in touch and help alleviate 
the feeling of  loneliness. For anyone affected by ataxia, this kind of  
network can be instrumental in helping to take away some of  the stress 
and anxiety of  quarantining. 

Many of  our Friends are already part of  branches and support groups 
in their local area and will therefore have some local connections whom 
they can talk to openly about how they are feeling during this time. 
However, as volunteers run these groups, we are also aware that many 
of  our Friends are unable to access this service. Being part of  a network 
such as Nextdoor means that those who do not already have local 
support are able to access it, both during this period of  isolation, and 
after. Furthermore, it is a great opportunity to spread awareness about 
ataxia to the community around you and you can even use it to organise 
community fundraisers!

For many people who have just moved to a new area, live alone or just 
haven’t yet got to know the people on their street, Nextdoor is not just 
a service for using during self-isolation, but for building connections 
within your local community permanently. From organising summer street 
parties to finding a local babysitter, this private network brings people 
together.

To access the Nextdoor service, please visit their website: 
https://nextdoor.co.uk or you can download the Nextdoor app on your 
smartphone. Whatever your situation might be, if  you need help with 
something practical (for example getting food shopping or medication) 
you can also find local voluntary services at: www.ncvo.org.uk/ncvo-
volunteering/find-a-volunteer-centre	and	https://covidmutualaid.org.

Activity Alliance Inclusion
Is finding an accessible gym challenging for you? Look no further, this 
could be the answer when lockdown is over!

Activity Alliance is a charity which aims to ensure that all people with 

disabilities are able to lead active lives. They conducted a report in 2018 that 

found four in five (81%) disabled adults would like to be more active. One of  

the ways Activity Alliance aim to achieve this goal is through their Inclusive 

Fitness Initiative (IFI). 

The IFI supports leisure centres in becoming more accommodating towards 

people with disabilities. This is achieved in a number of ways, such as 

ensuring that 70% of staff  are trained in how to coach and support people 

with different types of disabilities, as well as having equipment that is 

disability-friendly. A study conducted by Activity Alliance found that between 

2012 and 2014, adults with disabilities were more likely than non-disabled 

adults (28% v. 3%) to report feeling limited in leisure centre activities. 

The benefits of exercise are widely known. For people with disabilities, 

these benefits can be observed even more. Many people who have limited 

independence often find that they are tired and have low energy levels, as 

well as feeling isolated. Whether you exercise for 60 minutes a day or 30 

minutes a week, the more active you are, the more energy you will have. This 

is because your body will naturally produce the amount of  energy you need 

in order to keep you active. Other benefits of exercise can include increased 

brain function, reduced stress and a reduced sense of isolation.

As of 2017, Activity Alliance and Quest NBS (sports and leisure centres 

leading quality scheme) have been working together, so more people with 

disabilities can enjoy active recreation. Together they have created a list of  

facilities that have been accredited the IFI Mark.

If  you wish to find your nearest IFI leisure centre, please visit 

http://bit.ly/2TZ0k5R. Activity Alliance has 

also written a ‘Being Active Guide’ in 

partnership with Disability Rights 

UK, which provides information 

and guidance on how to get 

started: www.activityalliance.org.

uk/how-we-help/resources.

The Inclusive Fitness Initiative by 

Activity Alliance is a great way to 

encourage more people to get 

active with the support of  leisure 

centre staff  and facilities, 

aiming to tackle the fear and 

anxiety of  exercise. Please 

visit their website for more 

information: 

www.activityalliance 

.org.uk.
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OBITUARY ADAPTATIONS

In April, the ataxia community sadly lost an enthusiastic and dedicated 

member, Matthew Law, to Covid-19. Many of  you will know Matthew from 

reading his regular column in the Ataxia Magazine, which he supplied 

faithfully for many years. Others are friends on Facebook, or became 

friends at Annual Conference. Saying goodbye to someone close is one 

of  the biggest challenges we face in our lives and looking back at their 

achievements can be bittersweet. 

Anyone who knew Matthew knows of  his love for Chelsea FC and that he 

travelled widely following them. He was an ‘honorary committee member’ 

of  the Chelsea FC Supporters’ Disabled Association and created the 

website www.chelseadsa.com. In issue 201 of  the Ataxia Magazine he 

wrote of  his love for Chelsea and his involvement in the club.

Matthew helped to initiate the first Ataxia UK website, and in 1995 won 

the Anne Ford Cup for his amazing efforts and dedication to the ataxia 

community and Ataxia UK. Matthew had a flair for writing and we know 

people love reading his quarterly column, always full of  handy hints and 

interesting observations. As he had already prepared this article (and 

having checked with his family), we felt it was important to include it, 

particularly because it’s about coronavirus and ataxia. We understand for 

some this will be very difficult to read but, in honour of  Matt, we wanted to 

keep it unedited and raw, just as he wrote it.

We are so grateful for everything that Matthew did for people affected by 

ataxia, and Ataxia UK. We celebrate all that he achieved in his life, and the 

example he set as a person with ataxia who was completely engaged with 

the world. 

RIP, Matthew.

Matthew Law 
1968 - 2020

Getting to grips 
with a new way of  life
This is an unprecedented time in our history. We all know by now, I am 
sure, that coronavirus is the biggest public health scare our country 
has seen in a very long time. London has never locked down in such a 
manner, not since World War II.

There is little point in me mentioning any numbers of  infections or 
deaths because this figure will only increase as time goes on. We also 
have no idea how the situation will be by the time you are reading this. 
I remember hearing about the first case in Wuhan, China, back on New 
Year’s Eve 2019. Whoever would have thought that in less than three 
months this virus would have impact on the lives of  everyone in this 
country?

The rate of  infection on this continent has been truly frightening and 
this is because you can pass on the virus and have absolutely no 
idea that you have picked it up. It is nice not to talk about Brexit 
anymore, but this really does make Brexit look like a walk in the 
park.

Boris Johnson’s order to the public on the 23 March (stay-
at-home) really did hit me hard. I immediately sent an email 
to all of  my PAs (I have eight now) telling them all that I am 
well and intend to stay that way. I went on by saying “if  you 
feel that there is any way you have contracted the virus, but 
are not showing any symptoms (it may take two weeks after 
contracting the virus to show any symptoms), then please do 
not come to my house”. I also explained that as my PA, they 
are classed as a key worker and are therefore permitted to 
leave their house.

I will not see two of  my PAs for a while, and another has said 
she will only leave the house for food or to walk the dog. She 
has put the health of  this nation above my own health (and I 
can’t really blame her for that). I am sure that when this all 
blows over (hopefully by the time you read this... 
But who knows?) she will return as she is a 
much needed and great PA.

Matthew Law
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incredible. Allowing us to take 

Thomas to appointments and offering 

additional support, should we feel we 

need it.

Last year I (James) began fundraising 

to support Ataxia UK. I ran 12 races 

and raised over £2,740. Many of our 

family and friends helped in different 

ways - donating funds, spreading 

the word and even joining in with 

the races! At work, our internal 

newsletter - which is sent to over 

2,000 employees, highlighted my 

fundraising. As many people have 

never even heard of FA, raising 

awareness is something we are 

extremely passionate about.

We would not get by without the 

support from our friends and family. 

Although as a couple we are very 

close, there are times when we find 

things difficult to discuss with each 

other, as we know it will upset the 

other person. Having other people 

to talk to has been invaluable for us 

both. We do, however, always try 

make time for each other and our 

relationship. When we can, we love to 

escape for a few hours for a nice meal 

and a couple of cocktails!

For families reading this who have 

had a recent diagnosis, or are trying 

to get one, we would advise you to 

try to take each day as it comes. As 

parents, you want to fix things and 

make them better; one of the hardest 

things is the realisation that you just 

cannot do that. However, you don’t 

have to focus on the end result. Find 

a coping mechanism that works for 

you - whether that be writing, running 

or just having a natter with a friend. 

It is also helpful to find out if  you are 

entitled to any financial support or 

mobility vehicles. Make time for each 

other, use your support network and, 

most importantly, try not to spend 

each day worrying. You will get 

through this.

LIVING WITH ATAXIA LIVING WITH ATAXIA

The Life of Rileys
Your child receiving an ataxia diagnosis is frightening. For parents Lucy 

and James, they were told not to Google it, and found that there was 

little out there in the way of help. 

We knew there was something wrong with Thomas’ mobility; he struggled 

with recurring leg pain and couldn’t get to grips with his balance, and later 

riding a bike. We went to our GP, and persevered for a diagnosis, eventually 

receiving one for dyspraxia. However, we weren’t convinced. Neither was 

Thomas’ occupational therapist, and she helped us to push to get the right 

diagnosis, which was Friedreich’s ataxia (FA).

When we received the diagnosis of FA, we were told not to Google anything. 

You can guess what we did when we got home, and of course, saw the 

worst-case scenario.

The first few months were very difficult and telling our family and friends 

was hard. It was heart breaking for all of us, especially as we didn’t fully 

understand the condition. It felt like our world was falling down, but to 

Thomas we had to carry on as normal. That’s when I (Lucy) decided to start 

our blog: https://lifeofrileys.org, to keep our family and friends informed, 

and also provide me with an outlet to process the things which were 

happening. Since starting it, the following of the blog has continued to grow 

and now has had international reach. We hope to use it as a platform to raise 

more awareness of ataxia.

Thomas’ ataxia progression has been rapid; he now struggles to keep up 

and complete the same physical activities as his peers. However, Thomas is 

still Thomas. Positive, resilient, hilarious - he’s ace. That’s probably the irony - 

it hasn’t changed him, it’s changed us.

It can be easy to dwell on the potential outcomes for Thomas in terms of his 

future with FA, but we realised quickly that if  we fixate on that, we will miss all 

of the good parts of his life.

Thomas attends art therapy once a week, which helps him to talk about 

anything that is on his mind. We encouraged emotional therapy from the 

start, despite Thomas not showing any obvious signs of needing 

it, to create a solid and positive foundation for him in terms of  

dealing with the complexities of his condition. In terms of  

adapting his education, Thomas has an EHCP (Educational 

Health Care Plan) at school. This provides extra funding for 

Thomas to receive one to one support, to provide additional 

equipment to aid progress, and to train staff  to deliver his 

physiotherapy. He will also receive extra time in exams. 

To arrange Thomas’ school support, we made an 

appointment with the school’s SENCO (Specialist 

Education Needs Coordinator) who helped us 

apply for the EHCP. It can be a long process, but it is 

worth it. Thomas’ school have been amazing.

Time definitely makes it easier to come to terms 

with ataxia. Both of our work places have been 
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Educational Needs 
Co-Ordinator) (right).



Life insurance 
and genetic testing
Have you heard that genetic testing can impact your life insurance? 

Ataxia UK talked to Ian Smith about his family’s experience.

As an Ataxia UK Friend and supporter, I have decided to share my story 

with hope that it will provide the community with some information around life 

insurance and predictive genetic testing.

My lovely wife, Lit, has spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1) and both 

her father and sister, who have sadly passed had the same type of ataxia. 

Deciding whether to have predictive genetic testing is a difficult choice and 

one that is unique to each individual. It was during our children’s counselling 

stages, when deciding whether to have the test, the medics warned us that 

if  the results came back as positive for ataxia, they would be unable to get 

life insurance. I had already researched this point and knew that this was not 

true.

I want to ensure that if  any other families have been told the same by medical 

professionals or others, that they are aware of the facts. Your decision to have 

genetic testing should not be influenced by your financial circumstances. 

There is an open-ended agreement between the UK Government and the 

Association of British Insurers, which prevents discrimination against 

people who are contemplating predictive genetic tests for life insurance 

purposes. Essentially, this agreement states that unless the test is for 

Huntington’s disease and the person is seeking more than £500,000 of  

insurance cover, there is no need to disclose the result of  

your test and, even if  you do, the premia should not 

be weighted. You can find the document by going to 

http://bit.ly/2vYZjAZ. 

The guide states that for all other types of tests (e.g. 

for ataxia), ‘predictive genetic test results will not be 

asked for, or taken into account, whatever level of  

cover’. Therefore, I would recommend that families 

seek their own professional advice on this topic, 

and that they should carefully read this 

agreement when doing so. 

Having first-hand experience going 

through this process (with three 

generations), I understand how difficult 

it can be and how confusing the details 

on the subject are. I really hope that 

what I have learnt is beneficial to 

some of you and that it will give you 

one less thing to worry about when 

deciding if  you or your loved ones 

want to proceed with predictive 

genetic testing.

Do you want to volunteer for 
Ataxia UK? Keep on reading!
As some of you might already be aware, Ataxia UK secured funding 

from the National Lottery Community Fund in 2019. The main 

objective of this is to develop our services for the ataxia community. 

This forms part of the InControl project - to reduce feelings of social 

isolation and increase people’s emotional wellbeing. 

As we are all facing a difficult time due to Covid-19, this work is now 

more important than ever. In order for everyone to stay safe, we have 

adapted our projects for people to access from their own home.

There is an anonymous survey included in this magazine about how you 

are currently feeling during 2020, which we would like you to complete. 

This will form the basis of  what further work we can develop going 

forward. Please send the InControl Wellbeing Survey back to Ataxia 

UK by 1 July via our freepost address: Ataxia UK, FREEPOST RTUG-

CLKB-RGJE, 12 Broadbent Close, London, N6 5JW. The findings of  

this survey will be reported during our Annual Conference in October 

2020.

One role we’ve launched is a Telephone Befriending service, designed 

for anyone who would benefit from a weekly call. We are actively looking 

for referrals and volunteers, so please look on the Ataxia UK website for 

more details. 

We have already begun recruitment and training for our Media 

Ambassador volunteers. Volunteers will write blogs and social media 

posts around their own experiences of  ataxia, while also offering any 

guidance around living in a lockdown situation. Full training and support 

is provided for this, and we are aiming for this role to raise awareness 

and understanding of  ataxia in wider society.

In April we launched our virtual activity 

programme. Using Zoom, we provide a weekly 

session around such areas as film, music and 

books. As the old motto goes, we are looking 

to inform, educate and entertain. Suggestions 

on what to cover come directly from the 

participants themselves. We are also looking 

at running one-off  sessions hosted by the 

wider ataxia community. If  you have an 

interest in any subject, and would like to 

develop a session, simply contact the 

InControl Team. 

Please feel free to contact James and 

Shana at volunteering@ataxia.org.uk 

if  you would like any further details on the 

InControl project. 

SERVICES SERVICES
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Keeping the ataxia community 
connected We hosted a Q&A with our patron James Moore

Do you wobble like me?

I do. I’ve had problems walking since I was four or five years old. I use a 
wheelchair when I get tired, and when my girlfriend and I go on walks, I 
have a bike that I attach to my wheelchair. That way we can go on bike rides 
together. It’s really useful - it helps me get around a lot faster. 

What do you do if people are mean to you?

It depends on my day. I normally ignore if  it’s social media as it’s easier to 
brush away. However, it’s important to educate people about disability and 
make them aware of what they’re saying. Sometimes people just don’t know. 
Children will say ‘mummy, why is he walking funny’, and if  you can educate 
them, it helps. 

Did you always want a career in arts?

Yeah, for sure. I’ve always been into music, even before I played the drums; 
I was always listening. I got into drama about year eight/nine. However, 
someone told me that as someone with a disability, it would be difficult to 
make a career out of it. Then I started doing photography at A-level and 
studied it at Newport University. I always find myself  consuming new stuff  
like film, TV, music - to me that’s what makes life exciting.   

How did that translate into acting?

When I was doing GCSE and acting in front of crowds. Acting is telling 
someone else’s story and I love that. I’m always reading new stories. I 
always wanted to be in the drama studio. I’ve been part of Cheltenham 
Playhouse Theatre for 12 or 13 years and been in loads of plays.

What practical tips do you have for others?

Get something recorded. That could be playing a song or 
rehearsing a monologue - show people what you can do. 

Have Emmerdale assisted you?

Yes. I had a PA while I got used to everything - it really helped. 
They also understand that I get tired after a long day. I push 
myself  to do more than I am able to sometimes, but they 
always understand. 

Any last words?

Persistence is key. If  you get rejected for something, 
don’t take it to heart. It can be quite cut-throat when 
they’re looking for someone quite specific. It’s 
annoying as there aren’t loads of roles for disabled 
actors, and this is something we need to address. 

Diversability card
Fancy discounts on almost every business you can think of? 
The Diversability Card can offer you that!

The Diversability Card is a discount card for people with disabilities, 
providing exclusive and market-leading discounts on many multiple-
household name brands. There are a wide range of  businesses involved 
in this scheme, from supermarkets to phone providers, clothing brands, 
coffee shops, the post office and many more. Unlike other discount 
cards, you do not have to claim disability benefits to be eligible for this. 

A study by Scope’s Extra Cost Commission Research found that 
people with a disability or impairment spend an average of  £583 more a 
month due to extra costs. These costs can include anything from travel 
to equipment, to therapy sessions. It also found that raising a child with a 
disability or health condition is on average three times more expensive a 
month than raising a child without one. The aim behind the Diversability 
Card is to alleviate this financial pressure from people and drive down 
the extra costs disabled people face each month, helping to equalise the 
gap. 

Not only is the card an amazing way to get discounts on many brands 
and help reduce the costs of  bills each month, but by recruiting brands 
to sign up to the scheme, it will also raise awareness of  ataxia. This is a 
great way to help spread awareness of  disabilities and ensure that these 
huge corporations (and smaller ones too) recognise the value of  their 
customers within the disability community, while also acknowledging the 
difference they can make to these people’s lives. 

Unlike other discount cards, Diversability has many different ways for 
people to claim eligibility - not just through PIP (although that is one 
way!). If  you have a visual or hearing impairment, receive Attendance 
Allowance or Severe Disablement Pension, War Pensioner’s Mobility 
Supplement, have bought or leased a vehicle through the Mobility 
Scheme, or have a Blue Badge, you are eligible. You can 
find the full list at 
www.diversabilitycard.co.uk.

By visiting their website, you can read more 
about the card and the way it works, 
as well as signing up for one 
and selecting the brands 
you are most likely to 
use. This is a great 
opportunity to use 
discounts and to 
raise awareness 
for disabilities. 
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hank you
to everyone

who has given
a donation
in memory of
a loved one

Leaving a legacy

is one of  the most enduring ways

to make an impact

Much of  our research

has been made possible

by the foresight and generosity

of  our Friends and supporters

who have remembered our work

when making their will

We currently have more than

20 research projects underway,

all of  which are funded,

at least in part,

by gifts left to us

Your legacy can be hope for the future


